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Abstract—In a (t,n) threshold secret sharing ((t,n)-SS) scheme,
any equal to or more than t shareholders are able to reconstruct
the secret by pooling shares together. However, (t,n)-SS cannot
work when the access structure is not threshold. Later, the notion
of secret sharing scheme with general access structure (GAS) was
proposed. In a GAS scheme, access structure can be designed for
any requirements. If and only if a set of shareholders satisfies
required access structure, the secret can be recovered. Because
access structures are more complex than simple (t,n) threshold,
users need plenty of storage to keep multiple private shares
in most GAS schemes. In order to reduce private shares of
shareholder, this paper proposes a universal GAS scheme which
breaks the hierarchical limitation of levels in a multilevel secret
sharing scheme based on Chinese remainder theorem to make
the GAS scheme available for any general access structure. More
importantly, each shareholder just needs less storage to keep one
private share in the proposed scheme.
Index Terms—Secret sharing, Authorized subset, General access structure, Chinese remainder theorem, Private share.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Secret sharing (SS) schemes as fundamental privacy protection tools were first introduced by Shamir [26] and Blakley
[3] separately in 1979. The access structure of both the two
schemes is (t,n) threshold, i.e., they are (t,n) threshold secret
sharing ((t,n)-SS) schemes. In a (t,n)-SS scheme, a dealer
divides a secret s into n shares and sends each share to a
shareholder. Then, any t or more than t shareholders can
reconstruct the secret s by pooling their shares together, while
at most t − 1 shareholders cannot.
Since (t,n)-SS was proposed, it has been studied in a lot of
literatures [23], [7], [18], [28], [6]. In order to implement (t,n)SS, there are many methods. Shamir and Blakley schemes are
based on polynomial interpolation and hyperplane geometry
separately. McEliece et al. [21] introduced a scheme based on
Reed-Solomon codes and Mignotte [22] proposed a ramp (t,n)SS scheme founded on Chinese remainder theorem (CRT).
Later, Asmuth and Bloom [1] implemented a perfect (t,n)-SS
scheme also based on CRT. Guisquater et al. [24] showed the
security of CRT-based (t,n)-SS schemes. Furthermore, (t,n)SS has become a fundamental building block in many secure
protocols, such as threshold signature schemes [4], threshold
encryption schemes [8], [25], image sharing schemes [27],
[29], and so on [9], [10], [11].

In a traditional (t,n)-SS scheme, each shareholder is deemed
to enjoy the same right in secret reconstruction. Hence, it
cannot work when the access structure is not threshold. For
example, suppose there are three shareholders A, B, C in a SS
scheme. If the dealer just wants that A, B or B, C can recover
the secret while A, C cannot, the SS cannot be simple (2,3)
threshold. Therefore, more general SS schemes are needed.
In 1987, Ito et al. [16] first introduced the concept of secret
sharing scheme with general access structure (GAS). In a GAS
scheme, access structure can be designed for any requirements
instead of only threshold. Therefore, access structure in GAS
is always more complex than it in (t,n)-SS and GAS is
more difficult to design and implement. Benaloh et al. [2]
proposed that the set of general secret sharing functions are
corresponding to the set of monotone functions. In both Ito
and Benaloh schemes, each shareholder is required to keep
multiple shares. Thus, this type of SS schemes is called
multiple assignment schemes. Later, linear SS was proposed
to reduce the shares of shareholder in GAS. Iwamoto et al.
[17] used integer programming to optimize the size of shares.
Li et al. [20] proposed to use linear programming to reduce
the shares of each shareholder.
Besides, weighted threshold secret sharing (WTSS) schemes
as the foundation are also utilized to design GAS schemes for
reducing shares of sharedholer. In a WTSS scheme, each share
of a shareholder is allocated a positive weight. If and only if
the overall weight of shares is equal to or greater than the
threshold, the secret can be recovered. Iftene [15] proposed a
GAS scheme based on WTSS. But the scheme just realizes
the compartmented access structure. Harn et al. [14] tried to
use a CRT-based WTSS scheme to design a GAS scheme. In
the scheme, each shareholder can keep only one private share.
However, the scheme cannot work for some special access
structures. We will give an example to illustrate that in the
following. Different from the above GAS schemes, the scheme
proposed in this paper is based on a multilevel threshold secret
sharing (MTSS) scheme.
As a special threshold secret sharing, MTSS has been
studied for many years. In a MTSS scheme, shareholders
are divided into different levels, each level with a threshold.
Shareholder at higher level is allowed to participate in secret
reconstruction at lower levels. If and only if the number

of shareholders who come from a level or higher levels is
equal to or greater than the threshold at the level, the secret
can be recovered. In 1989, Brickell [5] introduced a MTSS
scheme which is inefficient, because exponential operations
are required to generate nonsingular matrices. Ghodosi et al.
[12] proposed a perfect MTSS scheme based on Shamir (t,n)SS. In the MTSS, the number of shareholders at higher level
depends on the threshold at the level. Thus it is available only
for few shareholders. Kumar et al. [19] proposed a MTSS
scheme also based on Shamir (t,n)-SS, in which the number of
public shares are proportional to the number of shareholders.
In 2014, Harn and Miao [13] proposed a MTSS scheme based
on Asmuth-Bloom SS. In the scheme, each shareholder keeps
only one private share and it can use public information to
modify its share to participate in secret reconstruction at lower
levels. In this paper, we propose a GAS scheme based on HarnMiao MTSS.
According to the above, we summarize our contributions
below.
• We uncover some loopholes in Harn-Miao MTSS and
give the corresponding methods to improve it.
• We break the hierarchical limitation of levels in HarnMiao MTSS scheme to propose a GAS scheme.
• Each shareholder is required to keep only one private
share in the GAS scheme.
• The GAS scheme is universal. In other words, it can work
for any access structures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we review some preliminary definitions and
schemes. Detailed GAS scheme is shown in section III. For
a better illustration, we give a numerical example in section
IV. Security analysis and properties are given in section V and
section VI respectively. We conclude the work in section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we first introduce some definitions about
(t,n) SS, MTSS and GAS. Then, Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT), Asmuth-Bloom SS and Harn-Miao MTSS are given as
preliminaries.

increasing sequence of integers 0 < t1 < t2 < ... < tm . If the
access structure Γ is
Γ = {P ⊂ U : |P ∩ (

where P is a shareholder set, Γ is multilevel threshold. Then,
the scheme is a MTSS scheme.
Remark 2.1. Obviously, MTSS is a generalization of
classical threshold SS. According to the definition of Γ in
MTSS, shareholders at higher levels are allowed to participate
in secret reconstruction at lower levels. Moreover, the secret
can be recovered at any level Li as long as equal to or more
than ti shareholders at Li or higher levels pool their shares
together.
Definition 2.3. Secret sharing scheme with general access
structure (GAS):
For a SS scheme, let U be a set of n shareholders. For a
shareholder set A (A ⊆ U), it is called a minimal authorized
subset if it satisfies the two conditions:
1. It can recover the secret easily.
2. It will not recover the secret if any one shareholder is
removed from it.
The family of all minimal authorized subsets is called the
access structure Γ, where Γ ⊆ 2U and 2U is the power set
including all the subsets of U. Then, if Γ can be designed as
any structure, the scheme is a GAS scheme. In other words,
the access structure Γ of a GAS scheme does not need to
meet any restrictions such as threshold, multilevel, weighted
and so on.
Remark 2.2. GAS has the monotone property. In other
words, not only minimal authorized sets but also any supersets
of a minimal authorized set can realize secret reconstruction,
and they are collectively called authorized sets.
B. Chinese remainder theorem
Given the following system of equations,
x = x1 mod p1
x = x2 mod p2
......
x = xt mod pt

Definition 2.1. (t,n) secret sharing ((t,n) SS):
For a SS scheme, let U be a set of n shareholders. If the
access structure Γ is

where P is a shareholder set, Γ is threshold. In other word,
any t or more than t shareholders can recover the secret.
Then, the scheme is a (t,n) SS scheme.
Definition 2.2. Multilevel threshold secret sharing (MTSS):
For a SS scheme, let U be a set of n shareholders and
m
S
U i , where
assume that U is composed of m levels, i.e., U =
i=1

Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and i 6= j. Each
level has a threshold ti , and t = {ti }m
i=1 is a monotonically

Uj )| ≥ ti , ∃i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}},

j=1

A. Definitions

Γ= {P ⊂ U : |P| ≥ t},

i
[

where all moduli are pairwise co-prime, i.e. gcd(pi , pj ) =
1 for i 6= j. The unique solution of x can be computed as
t
P
P
x =
pi · yi · xi mod P , where P = p1 · p2 · ... · pt and
yi ·

i=1
P
pi mod

pi = 1.

C. Asmuth-Bloom SS [1]
In Asmuth-Bloom SS which is based on CRT, there are n
shareholders U1 , U2 , ..., Un , and a mutually trusted dealer D.
The scheme consists of two process:
Shares generation: At first, D selects a prime p0 and a
sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers, p1 , p2 , ..., pn

with p1 < p2 < ... < pn , p0 · pn−t+2 · pn−t+1 · ... · pn <
p1 · p2 · ... · pt and gcd(p0 , pi ) = 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then,
D picks a secret s and random integer α in Zp0 , such that
x = s + αp0 < p1 · p2 · ... · pt . Finally, D computes and sends
si = x mod pi to shareholder Ui as the share securely.
Secret reconstruction: If m (m ≥ t) shareholders, e.g.
U1 , U2 , ..., Um , collaborate to recover the secret, each of them
releases its private share to the others. After receiving the other
m − 1 shares, each shareholder Ui has a system of equations:
x = s1 mod p1
x = s2 mod p2
......
x = sm mod pm
Using standard CRT, the value of x is determined as x =
m
P
P
P
pi · yi · si mod P , where P = p1 ·p2 ·...·pm and yi · pi mod

i=1

pi = 1. Then, the secret s can be obtained as s = x mod p0 .
D. Harn-Miao MTSS [13]
In the scheme, shareholders are partitioned into m levels
L1 , L2 , ..., Lm , where Li is higher level than Lj if i is less
than j. Harn-Miao MTSS scheme consists of two phases:
Shares generation: The dealer D picks a prime p0 and
secret s ∈ Zp0 . For each level Li having ni shareholders,
D selects a sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers
pi1 < pi2 < ... < pini , such that p0 ·pini −ti +2 ·pini −ti +1 ·...·pini <
pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti and gcd(p0 , pik ) = 1 for k = 1, 2, ..., ni ,
where pik is public modulus associated with Ui in level Li . For
each such sequence, D picks a random integer αi such that
pini −ti +2 ·pini −ti +1 ·...·pini < xi = s+αi ·p0 < pi1 ·pi2 ·...·piti .
In this way, the value of s + αi · p0 is in the ti -threshold
range, Zpin −t +2 ·pin −t +1 ·...·pin ,pi1 ·pi2 ·...·pit . The private share
i
i
i
i
i
i
for shareholder Uki is computed as sik = s+αi ·p0 mod pik . The
dealer D sends sik to Uki in private. According to the definition
of MTSS, shareholders at higher levels can participate in secret
reconstruction at lower levels. In this scheme, to enable sik of
Uki to be used as a share at Lj , where j > i, the dealer D
selects a new modulus pjk,i such that pjtj < pjk,i < pjnj −tj +2 .
Then, it computes a difference ∆sjk,i = (s + αj p0 − sik ) mod
pjk,i . The pair (∆sjk,i , pjk,i ) is public information associated
with Uki for j = i + 1, i + 2, ..., m, so that Uki keeps only one
private share sik .
Secret reconstruction: When equal to or more than tj
shareholders who come from Lj or higher levels collaborate
to recover the secret at Lj , shareholder Ukj uses its modulus
pjk and private share sjk directly while shareholder Uki at
higher level needs to use a new modulus pjk,i and modified
share sjk,i = (sik + ∆sjk,i ). After pooling shares together, the
value of xi can be evaluated by using standard CRT. And the
secret s is computed as s = xi mod p0 .
Remark 2.3. Different from Asmuth-Bloom SS,
the value of s + αi · p0 falls into the range
(p0 · pini −ti +2 · pini −ti +1 · ... · pini , pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti ) in HarnMiao MTSS. In this way, the secret cannot be recovered at

level Li by less than ti shareholders who come from Li or
higher levels. Hence, s + αi · p0 is in the ti -threshold range.
Remark 2.4. In Harn-Miao MTSS, there still exist two
loopholes.
1) When shareholder Uki participates in secret reconstruction
at lower level Lj (i < j), it needs a new modulus pjk,i , such
that pjtj < pjk,i < pjnj −tj +2 . Nevertheless, the modulus pjk,i is
non-existent if the number of shareholders nj and threshold
tj at Lj satisfy nj − tj + 2 < tj .
2) The new share sjk,i of Uki used at Lj should be computed
as sjk,i = (sik +∆sjk,i ) mod pjk,i instead of sjk,i = (sik +∆sjk,i ),
because the value of sik + ∆sjk,i may be greater than pjk,i .
We give the corresponding measures to solve the loopholes
in our GAS scheme. Moreover, Harn’s paper [13] does not
explain why the public numbers ∆sjk,i do not reveal information about the secret s. Likewise, the proof is given after our
proposed scheme.
III. O UR SCHEME
In this section, we propose our GAS scheme based on CRT
in detail. In Harn-Miao MTSS, levels are strictly hierarchical.
A shareholder at higher level is allowed to use public information and private share to compute new shares to participate in
recovering the secret at lower levels. However, shares at lower
levels cannot be modified as valid shares at higher levels. In
this paper, we break the hierarchical restriction in Harn-Miao
MTSS to propose a universal GAS scheme.
Our scheme consists of three algorithms: 1) Pretreatments,
2) Shares generation, 3) Secret reconstruction.
A. Algorithms
1) Pretreatments: Let n be the total number of all the
shareholders and each shareholder is marked as Ui for i =
1, 2, ..., n. Define U = {U1 , U2 , ..., Un } as the shareholder
set. Furthermore, let m be the total number of all minimal authorized subsets and each minimal authorized subset
is Aj (Aj ⊆ U) for j = 1, 2, ..., m. The family of all
minimal authorized subsets is the access structure Γ, i.e.,
Γ = {A1 , A2 , ..., Am }. Parts of minimal authorized subsets
can constitute a part access structure γ, where γ ⊆ Γ.
For the given access structure Γ, it can be divided into two
parts Γt and Γo . If a part access structure γ is threshold, it
belongs to Γt , i.e., minimal authorized subsets in γ are added
into Γt . For the minimal authorized subsets which cannot
constitute a part access structure satisfying threshold structure,
they pertain to Γo .
For a part access structure in Γt or a minimal authorized
subset in Γo , it is a (t,n) threshold structure. Furthermore, it
can be regarded as a level in our GAS scheme. In more detail,
if a level is a part access structure in Γt , the threshold t is
less than n. If a level is a minimal authorized subset in Γo ,
the threshold t is equal to n. But unlike hierarchical levels
in MTSS, the levels in our scheme have equal status. For
simplicity, suppose there are total h levels in both Γt and Γo ,
and we rename each level as Li for i = 1, 2, ..., h. Moreover,
each level Li has ni shareholders and the threshold is ti .

Each shareholder at Li is marked as Uki for k = 1, 2, ..., ni .
Remark 3.1. In order to make pretreatments easily understandable, we give an example to explain them. Suppose
there are 5 shareholders U1 , U2 , U3 , U4 , U5 and all the minimal
authorized subsets are A1 = {U1 , U2 }, A2 = {U1 , U3 },
A3 = {U2 , U3 }, A4 = {U3 , U4 , U5 }, A5 = {U2 , U4 },
A6 = {U1 , U5 }. Obviously, the access structure is
Γ = {A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 }
= {{U1 , U2 }, {U1 , U3 }, {U2 , U3 },
{U3 , U4 , U5 }, {U2 , U4 }, {U1 , U5 }}
For the part access structure γ = {A1 , A2 , A3 } =
{{U1 , U2 }, {U1 , U3 }, {U2 , U3 }}, it is a (2,3) threshold
structure. Therefore, A1 , A2 and A3 belong to Γt . Because
A4 , A5 and A6 cannot form a part access structure which
is threshold, they are part of Γo . After division, there are
4 levels. L1 has n1 = 3 shareholders {U1 , U2 , U3 } and the
threshold t1 equals 2. L2 is a (3,3) SS with {U3 , U4 , U5 }.
L3 and L4 are both (2,2) SSs with {U2 , U4 } and {U1 , U5 }
respectively.
2) Shares generation: The dealer D selects a prime p0 and
the secret s, defining the secret space as Zp0 . For each level
Li , D picks a sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers
pi1 < pi2 < ... < pini , such that p0 ·pini −ti +2 ·pini −ti +1 ·...·pini <
pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti and gcd(p0 , pik ) = 1 for k = 1, 2, ..., ni ,
where pik is public modulus associated with Uki in Li . For
each such sequence, D picks a random integer αi such that
pini −ti +2 ·pini −ti +1 ·...·pini < xi = s+αi ·p0 < pi1 ·pi2 ·...·piti . On
this point, we follow Harn-Miao MTSS rather than AsmuthBloom SS to ensure xi in the ti -threshold range. The dealer
D generates a value of sik as sik = s + αi · p0 mod pik . sik as
the private share is sent to Uki in secret.
In fact, a shareholder is usually included in many minimal
authorized subsets. Therefore, it may be able to participate
in secret reconstruction at multiple levels. In order to ensure
that a shareholder uses its private share to participate in secret
reconstruction at more than one levels, extra information is
needed. Concretely, if a shareholder Uki at Li is allowed to
recover the secret at another level Lj , the dealer D is required
to provide a new modulus pjk,i and difference ∆sjk,i between
sik and sjk,i , where pjk,i and sjk,i are the modulus and share of
Uki used at Lj . For the level Lj , D also selects a sequence
of pairwise co-prime positive integers pj1 < pj2 < ... < pjnj ,
such that p0 · pjnj −tj +2 · pjnj −tj +1 · ... · pjnj < pj1 · pj2 · ... · pjtj
and gcd(p0 , pjk ) = 1 for k = 1, 2, ..., nj . The new modulus
pjk,i of Uki is picked from the sequence pj1 , pj2 , ..., pjnj , such
that pjk,i ≤ pik . Moreover, D selects a random integer αj such
that pjnj −tj +2 · pjnj −tj +1 · ... · pjnj < xj = s + αj · p0 <
pj1 · pj2 · ... · pjtj . The difference ∆sjk,i can be computed as
∆sjk,i = (s+αj ·p0 −sik ) mod pjk,i . Then, the pair (pjk,i , ∆sjk,i )
as public information is sent to shareholder Uki .

3) Secret reconstruction: If a shareholder set H is a
superset of a minimal authorized subset, i.e.,
H = {∃A ⊆ H|A ⊆ Γ, Γ = {A1 , A2 , ..., Am }},
H can recover the secret s according to the definition of GAS
and Remark 2.2. Suppose that H is a superset of Ai which
is divided into the level Lj in the process of pretreatments.
Then, m (m ≥ tj ) shareholders who are able to participate
in secret reconstruction at Lj are included in H and they
can form a subset Hm , such that Hm ⊆ H. If Ukj in Hm
receives its private share sjk at Lj , it uses sjk and pjk to
participate in secret reconstruction directly. If Uki in Hm
receives its private share sik at another level Li , it should
first use the pair (∆sjk,i , pjk,i ) to compute a new share as
sjk,i = (sik + ∆sjk,i ) mod pjk,i . And then Uki uses sjk,i and pjk,i
to participate in secret reconstruction. After each shareholder
in Hm releases its share to the others in H, the value of xj
can be evaluated by using the standard CRT, and the secret s
is computed as s = xj mod p0 = (s + αj · p0 ) mod p0 .
B. Discussion
As mentioned above about the loopholes in Harn-Miao
scheme, the new module pjk,i of Uki may be non-existent since
the dealer selects pjk,i after the sequence pj1 , pj2 , ..., pjnj is fixed.
Therefore, in our GAS scheme, the dealer D is supposed
to add pjk,i to pj1 , pj2 , ..., pjnj when D picks the sequence.
Besides, the new share sjk,i of Uki used at Lj is computed as
sjk,i = (sik + ∆sjk,i ) mod pjk,i instead of sjk,i = (sik + ∆sjk,i )
so that sjk,i is limited in Zpj .
k,i

In this scheme, if a shareholder Uki receives private share
from level Li and it is allowed to participate in secret
reconstruction at Lj , its the new modulus pjk,i used at Lj
is picked from the sequence of pairwise co-prime positive
integers pj1 , pj2 , ..., pjnj at Lj . In this way, pjk,i is always existent
no matter what relationship between nj and tj . Moreover,
the new modulus pjk,i of Uki should be not greater than the
original modulus pik used at Li . This condition can secure
our scheme. Since Uki only keeps one private share sik while
pik , pjk,i and ∆sjk,i are public, an adversary can derive a
range [∆sjk,i , ∆sjk,i + pik ) mod pjk,i about the new share sjk,i .
However, for the adversary, sjk,i is supposed to be over the
range [0, pjk,i ) because the new modulus is pjk,i . If pjk,i is
greater than pik , [∆sjk,i , ∆sjk,i + pik ) mod pjk,i is just a subrange in [0, pjk,i ). It means that the adversary narrows the
range of sjk,i . Thus, pjk,i should be not greater than pik . In
more detail, there still is a minor problem that sjk,i may be not
j
a uniform distribution in [0, pjk,i ). The probability
l
mof sk,i in
[∆sjk,i , ∆sjk,i + pik mod pjk,i ) mod pjk,i is pik /pjk,i /pik . The
j
k
probability of sjk,i in the other sub-range is pik /pjk,i /pik .
Even so, the adversary cannot narrow the range of sjk,i as
long as the condition pjk,i ≤ pik holds.

IV. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we give a numerical example about our
proposed GAS scheme for a better illustration.
Suppose that there are n
=
6 shareholders
U1 , U2 , U3 , U4 , U5 , U6 and m = 6 minimal authorized
subsets A1 = {U1 , U2 }, A2 = {U1 , U3 }, A3 = {U2 , U3 },
A4 = {U1 , U4 }, A5 = {U2 , U5 }, A6 = {U4 , U5 , U6 }.
Therefore, the access structure is
Γ = {A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 }
= {{U1 , U2 }, {U1 , U3 }, {U2 , U3 },
{U1 , U4 }, {U2 , U5 }, {U4 , U5 , U6 }}
In the given access structure, A1 , A2 , and A3 form a part
access structure γ which is a (2,3) threshold structure. Thus,
γ belongs to Γt . The other minimal authorized subsets A4 ,
A5 , and A6 cannot form a threshold part access structure, so
they are included in Γo . Then, we get 4 levels. L1 is a (2,3) SS
with {U1 , U2 , U3 }. L2 is a (2,2) SS with {U1 , U4 }. L3 is also
a (2,2) SS with {U2 , U5 }. L4 is a (3,3) SS with {U4 , U5 , U6 }.
The dealer D selects a prime p0 = 139 and the secret s =
101 initially. In the level L1 ((2,3) threshold), remark U1 as
U11 , U2 as U21 and U3 as U31 . D picks 3 pairwise co-prime
moduli p11 = 239, p12 = 257 and p13 = 277, such that p0 ·
p13 < p11 · p12 . Thus, the t1 -threshold range is (277, 61423). D
selects an integer α1 = 346 and x1 = s + α1 · p0 = 48195,
such that 277 < x1 < 61423. The private share s11 of U11 is
computed as s11 = x1 mod p11 = 156. The other two shares
are s12 = x1 mod p12 = 136 and s13 = x1 mod p13 = 274. s1k
as private share is sent to the corresponding shareholder Uk1
secretly for k = 1, 2, 3.
In the level L2 ((2,2) threshold), remark U1 as U12 and U4 as
2
U2 . The dealer D picks 2 co-prime moduli p21 = p21,1 = 179
and p22 = 197, such that p21,1 < p11 and p0 · p22 < p21 · p22 . So
the t2 -threshold range is (197, 35263). D selects an integer
α2 = 195 and x2 = s+α2 ·p0 = 27206, such that 197 < x2 <
35263. D computes ∆s21,1 = (x2 −s11 ) mod p21,1 = 21 because
D sends private share to U1 at L1 . ∆s21,1 as public information
is associated with U1 . The private share s22 = x2 mod p22 = 20
is sent to U22 in secure.
In the level L3 ((2,2) threshold), remark U2 as U13 and U5 as
3
U2 . The dealer D picks 2 co-prime moduli p31 = p32,1 = 151
and p32 = 191, such that p32,1 < p12 and p0 · p32 < p31 · p32 .
Hence, the t3 -threshold is (191, 28841). D selects an integer
α3 = 106 and x3 = s + α3 · p0 = 14835, such that 191 <
x3 < 28841. Because U2 receives its private share at L1 ,
D computes ∆s32,1 = (x3 − s12 ) mod p32,1 = 148 which is
public information associated with U2 . The private share s32 =
x3 mod p32 = 128 is sent to U23 secretly.
In the level L4 ((3,3) threshold), remark U4 as U14 , U5 as U24
and U6 as U34 . The dealer D picks 3 pairwise co-prime moduli
p41 = p42,2 = 149, p42 = p42,3 = 173 and p43 = 199, such that
p42,2 < p22 , p42,3 < p32 and p0 · p42 · p43 < p41 · p42 · p43 . Therefore,
the t4 -threshold range is (34427, 5129623). D selects an
integer α4 = 25976 and x4 = s + α4 · p0 = 3610765,
such that 34427 < x4 < 5129623. Because U4 and

U5 receive private shares at other levels, D computes
∆s42,2 = (x4 −s22 ) mod p42,2 = 28 which is public information
associated with U4 and ∆s42,3 = (x4 − s32 ) mod p42,3 = 127
which is public information associated with U5 . The private
share s43 = x4 mod p43 = 109 is sent to U34 in secret.
(Case 1) Suppose that U1 , U3 and U5 collaborate to recover
the secret s. They form a shareholder set H = {U1 , U3 , U5 }.
Because there exists a subset H2 = {U1 , U3 } such that H2 ⊆
H and H2 = A2 , H can recover the secret at L1 . Since both
U1 and U3 receive private shares at L1 , they can use their
shares directly without modification. After U1 and U3 send
shares to the others in H, each shareholder in H gets has a
system of equations:
x1 = s11 mod p11
x1 = s13 mod p13
Using standard CRT, the value of x1 can be evaluated as
239 ∗ 277
239 ∗ 277
∗ 195 ∗ 156 +
∗ 51 ∗ 274) mod (239 ∗ 277)
239
277
= (8426340 + 3339786) mod 66203

x1 = (

= 11766126 mod 66203
= 48195
So, the secret s is computed as
s = x1 mod p0
= 48195 mod 139
= 101
(Case 2) Suppose that U3 , U4 , U5 and U6 collaborate to recover the secret s. They form a shareholder set
H = {U3 , U4 , U5 , U6 }. Because there exists a subset H3 =
{U4 , U5 , U6 } such that H3 ⊆ H and H3 = A6 , H can
recover the secret at L4 . U4 receives its private share s22 at
other level, hence it should compute a new share s42,2 =
(s22 + ∆s42,2 ) mod p42,2 = 48. Likewise, U5 is required to
compute its new share s42,3 = (s32 + ∆s42,3 ) mod p42,3 = 82.
U6 can use its share directly without modification since the
dealer D sends s43 to it at level L4 . After U4 , U5 and U6 send
shares to the others in H, each shareholder in H gets has a
system of equations:
x4 = s42,2 mod p42,2
x4 = s42,3 mod p42,3
x4 = s43 mod p43
Using standard CRT, the value of x1 can be evaluated as
149 ∗ 173 ∗ 199
149 ∗ 173 ∗ 199
∗ 56 ∗ 48 +
∗ 28 ∗ 82
149
173
149 ∗ 173 ∗ 199
+
∗ 92 ∗ 109) mod (149 ∗ 173 ∗ 199)
199
= (92539776 + 68078696 + 258491756) mod 5129623

x4 = (

= 419110228 mod 5129623
= 3610765

So, the secret s is computed as
s = x4 mod p0
= 3610765 mod 139
= 101
V. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we give two theorems to analyse the
security of our scheme.
Theorem 1. No information about the secret s can be
derived from public number ∆sjk,i .
Proof: From the equation ∆sjk,i = (s+αj ·p0 −sik ) mod pjk,i ,
we can get
∆sjk,i

= (s + αj p0 − sik ) mod

pjk,i

= (s + αj p0 − (s + αi p0 ) mod pik ) mod pjk,i
= (s + αj p0 − s − αi p0 + βpik ) mod pjk,i
= ((αj − αi )p0 + βpik ) mod pjk,i

(5 − 1)

where β is a random integer. Obviously the secret s is not
included in the equation (5-1). That means ∆sjk,i does not
reveal any information about s.
Theorem 2. The value of xi is required to fall into the
range (pini −ti +2 · pini −ti +1 · ... · pini , pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti ) in our
scheme. This condition ensures our scheme secure. In other
words, for a shareholder set H,
(1) it can recover the secret, if there is a minimal authorized
subset Ai such that Ai ⊆ H.
(2) it cannot recover the secret, if the intersection of 2H (the
power set including all the subsets of H) and access structure
Γ is empty set, i.e., 2H ∩ Γ = ∅.
Proof: For shareholders in a minimal authorized subset Ai
which is divided into Lk , each of them keeps or is able
to compute a valid share used at the common level Lk .
According to the rules of shares generation, the number of
shareholders in Ai is just equal to the threshold tk at Lk .
Thus a minimal authorized subset Ai can recover the secret
at Lk . Furthermore, because GAS has the monotone property,
a superset of Ai can also recover the secret.
For an unauthorized shareholder set N , because of 2N ∩
澳
Γ = ∅, all the minimal authorized subsets are not subsets
of N , i.e., Ai ( N for i = 1, 2, ..., m. In other word,
the number of shareholders who come from N and are
able to recover the secret at Li is less than the threshold
ti at Li , for i = 1, 2, ..., h. Each value xi is in the ti threshold range Zpin −t +2 ·pin −t +1 ·...·pin ,pi1 ·pi2 ·...·pit , hence the
i
i
i
i
i
i
unauthorized shareholder set N cannot recover the secret.
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Fig. 1: Relationship among parameters
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In more detail, suppose that N tries to recover the secret
at Li . Without losing the generality, assume that ti − 1
shareholders from N have valid shares at Li and their moduli
are pini −ti +2 , pini −ti +1 , ..., pini . They can use the standard CRT
to compute a false value x∗i , where x∗i < pini −ti +2 · pini −ti +1 ·
... · pini . But x∗i satisfies the equation x∗i = xi + l · P ∗ , where
Pi∗ = pini −ti +2 · pini −ti +1 · ... · pini . Then, the integer l falls
into the range L = (0, P/P ∗ ), where Pi = pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti .
Because the sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers
satisfies p0 · pini −ti +2 · pini −ti +1 · ... · pini < pi1 · pi2 · ... · piti ,
|L| is greater than p0 . This means N cannot narrow the secret
range Zp0 to a smaller interval. Relationship among the above
parameters is shown in figure 1.
VI. P ROPERTIES
We compare our scheme (based on MTSS) with Ito et al.
scheme [16] (original GAS scheme), Li et al. scheme [20]
(based on linear SS) and Harn et al. scheme [14] (based on
WTSS) in this section.
For the number of shares of a shareholder, in both Ito et al.
and Li et al. schemes, each shareholder should keep multiple
private shares to realize general access structure. In Ito scheme,
the number of shares which a shareholder keeps is equal to
the number of minimal authorized sets which the shareholder
belongs to. Li et al. utilized linear programming to reduce
the shares of each shareholder relative to Ito scheme. But in
Harn et al. and our scheme, only one private share is sent to
a shareholder.
Schemes in [16], [20] and this paper, they are all universal.
In other words, they can realize any access structure. But in
Harn et al. scheme, some special access structure cannot be
realized. For example, Harn et al. GAS scheme cannot work
for the numerical example in section 5. According to the rules
in [14], the weight of any maximal unauthorized subset is less
than it of any minimal authorized subset. Therefore, we can
get the two inequalities, where wUi is the weight of Ui .
wU1 + wU5 + wU6 < wU4 + wU5 + wU6 => wU1 < wU4
wU2 +wU4 +wU6 < wU1 +wU2 => wU4 +wU6 < wU1 => wU4 < wU1
Obviously, the two inequalities are incompatible. Thus, Harn et
al. GAS scheme is not available for the given access structure.
We give a table 1 to show the comparisons.
TABLE I: Comparisons table
scheme
Ito et al. scheme [16]
Li et al. scheme [20]
Harn et al. scheme [14]
Our scheme

the number of shares
multiple
multiple (fewer than Ito scheme)
one
one

universality
yes
yes
no
yes

VII. C ONCLUSION
Traditional (t,n)-SS schemes are effective only when access
structures are threshold. In this paper, we propose a universal
secret sharing with general access structure (GAS) based on
Chinese remainder theorem. The scheme brakes the hierarchical limitation of levels in Harn-Miao multilevel secret sharing

(MTSS) scheme so that it can realize general access structure.
Furthermore, just like the Harn-Miao MTSS, each shareholder
is required to keep only one private share in our GAS scheme.
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